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Abstract: - The number of images is growing in a rapid speed with the popularity of digital cameras and for enriching the visual aesthetics. WWW is becoming a large image library for browsing, and it is an important issue that how to retrieve the images accurately on the web. In this paper we sketch the architecture of an image retrieval system with image annotation. And we propose four methods to generate the annotation automatically for every image from its hosted web page, by analyzing the structural blocks, collecting anchor text of link structures, and gathering shared annotation with other images with the same visual signature.
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1 Introduction
From the invention of World Wide Web by Tim Berners-Lee on November 12, 1990, the population on the Internet is growing in a rapid and uncontrolled speed. The population brings commercial potential onto World Wide Web. In order to attract users staying and returning to the web site, the looks of webs pages are more and more elegant. A large number of images are used to enrich the visual aesthetics. On the other hand, more and more digital images are posted onto the web space with the popularity of digital cameras. Lots of free web album services are announced for users put their images for sharing. For the above two reasons, the number of images on the WWW is increasing in a fast way.

Such a large number of images are posted on the WWW, the text content of web pages is a large free text library as we know, the images are also formed another library. It is becoming an important issue to retrieve images with a quick and accurate method on the web. Unlike the web page search, a lots of text retrieval technique have already developed for a long time. There are many difficult problems for a web image retrieval system.

In the traditional images retrieval systems, they add annotations to each image manually. Although it is a good methodology to retrieve images through text retrieval technologies, it is becoming impossible to annotate images manually due the huge and rapid growing number of web images. Some researches [1] [2] [3] [4] create image retrieval systems by analyzing the image content. They find out the size, shapes, patterns, colors, and distribution of hues [5] [6] [7] of each image, and transfer the properties into a signature for the image. User can specify the properties as the query signature, or submit a similar image and generate the query signature with the same method by the image retrieval system. However, how to select the properties for images is a difficult task. In the past research paper, we can notice that the accuracy is not good enough by this method. The properties of the image with “Tokyo Tower” or one with “Eiffel Tower”, as an example, may be similar, but the semantic meanings of the two images are poles apart. Therefore, even we can develop an accuracy method to select the best properties for an image retrieval system, it is still hard to recognize the semantic difference only by signatures generating. On the other hand, it is also hard for a user to submit a query by specifying the properties or submitting a similar image as a query. Therefore, in some other researches [8] [9], they allow users to submit a text query, and then use the retrieved images by text based retrieval method to generate the signatures. The generated signatures will use as the input for the second phase image retrieval. However, it is easy to understand that the signatures generating is a time consuming process, it will need a lot of hardware and time to obtain the results. It is becoming hard to accomplish through the same reason with annotating image manually.

Large image retrieval systems [10] [11] [12] nowadays on the web allow users submitting keyword queries similar to web page search. They use automatic image annotation and text inverted index to match the users’ queries. In this paper, we will sketch the architecture of the image retrieval system and how it works with the automatic image annotation techniques.
2 Architecture of the Image Retrieval System

We can model the WWW as a large database. There is a main difference to the standard information retrieval system, that is, we should generate the results to the users in a short time (usually in one second). It is impossible for us to access the remote web pages and images through the network, because it is too slow to bear. We need to store a special copy of the web images, and those would be thumbnails from the original ones.

There are many tasks a web image retrieval system has to accomplish. A whole web image retrieval system can be generally separated into four sub-systems. They are data gathering sub-system, automatic image annotation sub-system, index generator sub-system, and image retrieval sub-system. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the web image retrieval system.

The purpose of data gathering sub-system is to gather the data for the rest of the sub-systems. A simple data gathering sub-system starts with a set of URLs through the protocol HTTP. It then extracts the URLs from the starting pages, following the new URLs recursively by the method of breadth-first or depth-first tracing. After gathering the web pages on the web, we need to extract the image URLs from the pages. And then dispatches the image URLs to the gathering clients for gathering the images.

Generally speaking, we design the data gathering sub-system in a distributed model to increase the concurrency and gathering speed. One problem is how to coordinate the gathering robots to avoid traversing a URL many times. Traversing one same URL many times wastes the bandwidth to fetch and time to process. We can design the data gathering sub-system in a centralized model, which is putting one centralized gathering coordinator to arrange the URLs for the gathering clients. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of a data gathering sub-system.

After the gathering phase, we now have the images and pages in our database for our next phase automatic image annotation. We will make the thumbnails and collect the basic information, like image width, height, format… for all the images and transfer them into our internal format. And then generates the annotation automatically from the database, this will be described in detail next section.

The annotation for all gathered images can be used for building the inverted index through the traditional information retrieval techniques, and we call it as index generator sub-system. The generated inverted index, the thumbnails, and the basic information from the images can be utilized for the image retrieval sub-system. When a user submits a query term contains some keywords to the image retrieval sub-system, it will look up the inverted index to matching the images with the automatic generated annotation which is relative to the keywords. And then show the image thumbnails to the user according to some pre-defined ranking methods.

3 Automatic Web Image Annotation

Web pages are composed by HTML. There are a lot of clues can be used for automatically generating image annotation, especially the links characteristics.
and structures. We will introduce the methods how we generate the image annotation automatically by following sub-sections.

3.1 Annotation from the Hosted Web Page

We use the `<img>` tag to show an image in a HTML page, the value of the property “alt” is a statement composed by some words defined by the author. It is generally to tell page consumers what the image represents when the browser fails to load it. Therefore, it is the best annotation candidate for an image. Generally speaking, the text around the `<img>` is describing the image. We can also say that the image is used for emphasizing the text around it. It is impossible for a web page author putting some irrelevant images in the web page. The text around the image can also be treated as an important annotation for an image.

![Figure 3 An example of Clown Anemonefish from URL: http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/fish/clown-anemonefish.html](image)

The author of the web page may specify a meaningful title to the page. The specified title can be treated as the name of the page. Generally speaking, the name contains the essential meaning of the page. The specified title can also be the annotation to images within the page. By observation, we can find out that the image with the largest area within the page can share the meaning of the page title. Figure 3 shows that, the web page with title “Clown Anemonefish, Clown Anemonefish Profile, Facts, Information, Photos, Pictures, Sounds, Habitats, Reports, News - National Geographic” from National Geography for describing clown anemonefish. Although there are many images within the page, we can easily notice that only the image with largest area just share the meaning of the specified title.

3.2 Annotation from Structural Blocks

![Figure 4 An example of structural blocks annotation in URL: http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/fish/clown-anemonefish.html](image)

The structural blocks are very common in a web page. To analyze and discover the structural blocks can gather the annotation for the image accurately. Figure 4 is an example of the annotation from structural blocks. In fact, we can build the DOM tree for a web page, the DOM tree can help us to find out the structural blocks easily.

3.3 Anchor Text

![Figure 5 An example of anchor text annotation in URL: http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/fish/clown-anemonefish.html](image)

A link is represented as `<a href=URL> Anchor Text </a>`. The anchor text of a link assigned by users usually is a good annotation for the linked URL. In other words, the anchor text is the name that others like to call. We can gather all kinds of annotation from different authors to a single image by collecting the anchor text that link to that image. Even we can collect the annotation for the image in different languages, because the anchor text of the links could be assigned by the people from any countries.

The anchor text is widely used for web page search engine. Besides the anchor text for the image, the anchor text for the hosted web page is also acting a good role for the image annotation. As we mention in section 3.1, since the image with the largest area can share the meaning of the page title. It can also share the anchor text of the page.

The anchor text from a link, the structure of links can also be used for ranking the image like popular ranking algorithms, PageRank, and HITS. However, because of the rampant drowthing spam
techniques, the first positions of results ranking by links structure will be occupied by spam sites if you do not apply any spam filtering technologies.

### 3.4 Shared Annotation

In the traditional images retrieval system, we treat two images as different ones if they have different URLs. However, web page authors often duplicate images from others sites, and put the original duplicated image or resized one into their web sites. In fact that if the two image are visually the same, even the size or brightness are different, we still can treat these two images the same in our image retrieval system. It is because that, image retrieval system users do not concern about which image is the original one, they only concern about if they can get the images that are relevant to their submitted query terms. Therefore, we can share the annotation generated from sections 3.1 to 3.4 from visually the same images.

In order to share the annotation, we will generate a visual signature for each image. How to generate the visual signatures perfectly is not the main issue in this paper. We can just use a simple method for visual signatures by resizing every image to a pre-defined dimensions, and then use the MD5 digest method to generate the signature for each image. The visual signatures of duplicated images and original one will be the same, even the duplicated images are resized. Images with the same visual signature could share the annotation to each others.

By sharing annotation from images with the same visual signature can substantially increase the source of annotation for every image. Although the share annotation can not increase the result number of retrieved images with different visual signatures, it can help the ranking algorithm higher the score if one image can gather more shared annotation from others. It is because one image might be good if many authors duplicate it and put it in their own sites.

Figure 5 displays the data flow of automatic image annotation generation. We will generate the annotation for each image through the methods we described in the section 3.1 to 3.3. And then generate the thumbnails and visual signature for each image. The shared annotation can be generated the by sorting the internal format according to their visual signatures. The images with the same visual signature will be put in the continuous location. It will be very easy to collect all the shared annotation in linear time.

### 4 Experimentation

We make an experimentation to gather some free web albums and e-commerce sites in Taiwan. We first mark some of the images as functional ones by following rules.

- **A.** Width/Height or Height/Width > 4
- **B.** Width * Height < 2500
- **C.** Image in GIF format with more than one layer
- **D.** The image appears in the single page more than once

We will take out the functional images, because users are not interesting in these functional ones, for examples: buttons, logos, separators and icons.

| # of Web Pages | 20,219,113 |
| # of functional images | 303,190,414 |
| # of images | 49,104,883 |

Table 1 The information of gathering data

Table 1 shows the number of web pages, functional images, and normal images we gathered for this experimentation. We will create two set of annotation for the experiment, the first set is the annotation generated by the methods in section 3.1 to 3.3, and the second set is adding the shared annotation. We select the top 10 query terms from the query logs, and use blind test as shown in Figure 6 to...
20 users. The retrieved result from two set will randomly put in the two sides of the result page. Testing users will assign one value from 1 to 5 for the better side. The average value to the first set is 0.8, and the value to the second set is 1.65. We can say that shared annotation can improve the results in an image retrieval system.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we describe the architecture of the image retrieval system with image annotation. It can be generally separated into four sub-systems, they are data gathering sub-system, automatic image annotation sub-system, index generator sub-system, and image retrieval sub-system. In order to generate the annotation automatically for the image retrieval system, we proposed four methods to gather the annotation for every image. We can first gather the annotation from hosted web page, analyze the structural blocks for accuracy annotation, collect the anchor text through the link structure, and last share the annotation from images with the same visual signature.

How to generate the annotation for every image automatically is an important issue in the context-based image retrieval system. The amount of annotation can be widely increased by our proposed methods. Especially the concept of shared annotation can substantially increase the source of annotation for every image. This will be helpful to an image retrieval system.
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